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Mass Announcement Coming Soon
Sunday Mass has been approved to resume on campus, but the university
released new safety guidelines that our chaplains and student leaders must
review before determining when our first Mass will be offered. You’ll soon
receive an email regarding our Mass schedule for the rest of the semester.
Please keep our ministry and the rest of the university in your prayers as we
discern how to safely resume student activities.

‘Amazed & Afraid’ Small Group

Newman Registration Form
If you haven’t done so,
please complete the
online registration form
so our Newman
Community can better
connect with you! This
form allows us to learn
about your interests, and it only takes a minute to
complete. Go to munewman.org/ministry-sign-up

Discover how Jesus can impact your life
by embarking on a six-week adventure of
being ‘Amazed & Afraid’. This unique Small
Group via Zoom will be hosted by Tom, and
each week will feature an incredible story
from the Gospels describing people
changed beyond recognition because they
met Jesus. Whether you attend church
regularly or have never encountered Jesus
in a meaningful way, this Small Group will
introduce you to the amazing relationship
we can have with Christ.
‘Amazed & Afraid’ will be offered on
Tuesdays at 8pm and Thursdays at noon
beginning the week of October 12. An
Amazon gift card will be raffled off at the end of the six weeks, and
participants who attend at least three sessions will be eligible to win.
RSVP to Tom (tprior@millikin.edu) and he’ll provide the Zoom link.

Campus Reflection
Evalena Hartke - Vice President
We live in a rapid-fire world. A world where
information, opinions, and comparisons are
thrown at us in seconds. When this stimuli
becomes too heavy of a load, how can we carry it?
Rather, how can we give it to God? We sometimes
forget that God wants us to welcome him into our
lives, even for the little things. He wants to be a
part of our joys and wants to help lift our burdens.
We just need to let him. This is where prayer
comes in. There are so many ways you can pray:
traditional prayers like the Our Father, talking to
Christ like a friend, prayer journaling, reading Scripture, writing worship songs or
poems- the list is endless. The point is, incorporating Christ in your daily life is
essential to dealing with daily stressors and overwhelm. As with any relationship,
communication is necessary to strengthen the bond. If we do not communicate and
talk to our God, how do we expect to foster a strong relationship with Him? Through
prayer, we humble ourselves before Him and are able to give Him any burdens as
well as thank Him for our blessings, the combination of which helps us keep a
positive outlook during hard times because we know God will take care of us.
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